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BMW
|___ E36
|___ Z1
|___ Z3
HONDA (15)
|___ Civic Coupe (2)
       |___ COOLING (2)
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS
|___ Civic Hatchback (4)
       |___ 92-00 (3)
              |___ COOLING (1)
              |___ Exhaust & Manifolds (2)
       |___ 92-95 (1)
              |___ COOLING (1)
|___ EP1 / EP2 01+ (1)
       |___ COOLING (1)
|___ Integra DC5 (4)
       |___ COOLING (1)
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS (3)
|___ Type-R -EP3 (3)
       |___ COOLING (1)
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS (2)
|___ Type-R FN2 (1)
       |___ ENGINE TUNING (1)
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS
MAZDA
|___ MX5
|___ RX7
|___ RX8
MITSUBISHI (13)
|___ 3000GT (1)
       |___ COOLING (1)
|___ EVO LANCER (10)
       |___ COOLING (4)
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS (6)
|___ FTO (1)
       |___ COOLING (1)
|___ GTO (1)
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       |___ COOLING (1)
NISSAN (25)
|___ 350Z (1)
       |___ COOLING (1)
|___ ALMERA (2)
       |___ COOLING (1)
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS (1)
|___ PRIMERA (1)
       |___ COOLING (1)
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS
|___ PULSAR (3)
       |___ COOLING (2)
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS (1)
|___ S13 (6)
       |___ COOLING (1)
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS (5)
|___ S14 S14A (2)
       |___ COOLING (1)
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS (1)
|___ S15 (1)
       |___ COOLING (1)
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS
|___ SKYLINE R32 (2)
       |___ COOLING (1)
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS (1)
|___ SKYLINE R33 (3)
       |___ COOLING (1)
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS (2)
|___ SKYLINE R34 (2)
       |___ COOLING (1)
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS (1)
|___ SUNNY (2)
       |___ COOLING (1)
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS (1)
SUBARU (2)
|___ IMPREZA GC8 CLASSIC
       |___ COOLING
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS
|___ IMPREZA NEW AGE (2)
       |___ COOLING
       |___ ENGINE TUNING (1)
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS (1)
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TOYOTA (2)
|___ CELICA
|___ GLANZA
|___ MR2 (1)
       |___ COOLING (1)
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS
|___ SOARER
|___ STARLET
|___ SUPRA (1)
       |___ COOLING (1)
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS
VAG (2)
|___ A3
|___ A4 S4 (2)
       |___ COOLING
       |___ EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS (2)
|___ BEETLE
|___ GOLF
|___ LEON
|___ PASSAT
Gift Vouchers (4)
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Civic Coupe : COOLING

HONDA CIVIC COUPE 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65

HONDA CIVIC COUPE EM1 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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92-00 : COOLING

HONDA CIVIC EK3 EK4 EJ9 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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92-00 : Exhaust & Manifolds

Honda Civic D-Series SOHC 4-2-1 Stainless Steel Manifold

£110.63

UNIVERSAL 30FT / 10M EXHAUST HEAT WRAP TAPE & STAINLESS STEEL 10

Help prevent exhaust burns and melted boots with this quality heat resistant exhaust wrap.Ceramic

Exhaust Wrap - 10 Meter x 2 Inch x 2mm - Rated to 1200°F10 304 Stainless Steel Zip Ties 30cm x

5mm (Max 3.5" Diameter)&nbsp;&nbsp;Ideal for Turbo and Rally vehicles.Made of high quality cloth

material.Suitable for manifolds and downpipesWill greatly reduce under bonnet temperaturesWill keep

exhaust gases excelarated as they leave the systemWill lower the air intake charge temperatureeasy

and quickly applied.Durable and flexible.Length: approx 10m x 2”.10 , 304 Stianless Steel Zip

TiesLength 30cm, width 5mm, max diameter 3.5 inchesThey never come looseWill not rust or

corrodeFully rounded and smooth edgesSelf locking

£12.76
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92-95 : COOLING

HONDA CIVIC EG EG6 VTI 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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EP1 / EP2 01+ : COOLING

HONDA CIVIC EP1 EP2 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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Integra DC5 : COOLING

HONDA INTEGRA DC5 TYPER 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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Integra DC5 : EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS

HONDA CIVIC TYPER DC5 MECHANICAL CEL / O2 FIX ELIMINATOR SENSOR

Mechanical CEL Eliminator Fix O2 Sensor HousingOn ODB-II vehicles (96+), the ECU has two O2

sensors for diagnostic purposes. The first O2 sensor is located before the Catalytic Converter. This O2

sensor is responsible for all the Air/Fuel tuning and is imperative to the operation of the vehicle.The

second O2 sensor is located after the Catalytic Converter. The whole purpose of this O2 sensor is to

ensure that there is a functioning catalytic converter in the system. The way it can detect this is to make

sure that there is a difference in exhaust gasses between the first O2 sensor and the second. If the

same exhaust reading is detected, then the ECU knows that there is either a damaged Catalytic

Converter or no Catalytic Converter at all.The ECU will then trigger a Check-Engine Light (CEL). On

some instances, the vehicle will be thrown into a "Null" mode where the vehicle will not go over a certain

speed and will be basically rendered useless.This mechanical O2 fix is basically a way to space out the

O2 sensor so that it still reads SOME exhaust gasses but it removes the O2 sensor from the direct flow

of the gasses as to make the ECU believe there is a restriction in the exhaust gasses such as by a

Cat.There are always mixed results depending upon the layout of the exhaust system and the tuning of

the ECU, however, this mechanical O2 fix is well known for eliminating most CEL s caused by an O2

Sensor.Some vehicles will need their ECU reset ( for example un hooking the battery for 10/15Minutes

would do this)if the CEL is triggered before hand.Fitment:universal

£11.06
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HONDA INTEGRA TYPE-R DC5 STAINLESS STEEL 4BRANCH EXHAUST MANIFOL

Brand new full race manifold for the Honda Civic EP3 

These are very high quality manifolds with all the usual   benefits 

usually only found on more expensive setups. 

Our tubular Race Manifolds / header, Replaces the 

Restrictive standard Cast Iron Manifold &amp; Downpipe. CAD Designed for

 Optimum Gasflow you will see Performance Gains of at least 15BHP once 

fitted to Your car.

&nbsp;

Spec:

&nbsp; Made From Highest Quality T304 Polished Stainless Steel

CNC Mandrel Bends, Fully TIG Welded with CNC Machined FlangesLambda Bosses Fitted to Accept

OE Lambda Probes (O2 Sensors)Will Significantly Increase Power &amp; Torque, replaces OEM

catOne of the Easiest and Most Cost Effective Ways of Releasing Power 

from Your EngineImproved Gasflow &amp; Tubular Construction Produces a Deep Sporty 

ToneDirect Bolt on-Gaskets Included

  Fitment:

Honda Integra Type R ( DC5) 2001+

£170.20

UNIVERSAL 30FT / 10M EXHAUST HEAT WRAP TAPE & STAINLESS STEEL 10

Help prevent exhaust burns and melted boots with this quality heat resistant exhaust wrap.Ceramic

Exhaust Wrap - 10 Meter x 2 Inch x 2mm - Rated to 1200°F10 304 Stainless Steel Zip Ties 30cm x

5mm (Max 3.5" Diameter)&nbsp;&nbsp;Ideal for Turbo and Rally vehicles.Made of high quality cloth

material.Suitable for manifolds and downpipesWill greatly reduce under bonnet temperaturesWill keep

exhaust gases excelarated as they leave the systemWill lower the air intake charge temperatureeasy

and quickly applied.Durable and flexible.Length: approx 10m x 2”.10 , 304 Stianless Steel Zip

TiesLength 30cm, width 5mm, max diameter 3.5 inchesThey never come looseWill not rust or

corrodeFully rounded and smooth edgesSelf locking

£12.76
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Type-R -EP3 : COOLING

HONDA CIVIC EP3 TYPER 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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Type-R -EP3 : EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS

HONDA CIVIC TYPE-R EP3 STAINLESS STEEL 4BRANCH EXHAUST MANIFOLD

Brand new full race manifold for the Honda Civic EP3 

These are very high quality manifolds with all the usual   benefits 

usually only found on more expensive setups. 

Our tubular Race Manifolds / header, Replaces the 

Restrictive standard Cast Iron Manifold &amp; Downpipe. CAD Designed for

 Optimum Gasflow you will see Performance Gains of at least 15BHP once 

fitted to Your car.

&nbsp;

Spec:

&nbsp; Made From Highest Quality T304 Polished Stainless Steel

CNC Mandrel Bends, Fully TIG Welded with CNC Machined FlangesLambda Bosses Fitted to Accept

OE Lambda Probes (O2 Sensors)Will Significantly Increase Power &amp; Torque, replaces OEM

catOne of the Easiest and Most Cost Effective Ways of Releasing Power 

from Your EngineImproved Gasflow &amp; Tubular Construction Produces a Deep Sporty 

ToneDirect Bolt on-Gaskets Included

  Fitment:

Honda Civic Type R ( EP3 ) 2001+

£170.20
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HONDA CIVIC TYPER EP3 MECHANICAL CEL / O2 FIX ELIMINATOR SENSOR

Mechanical CEL Eliminator Fix O2 Sensor HousingOn ODB-II vehicles (96+), the ECU has two O2

sensors for diagnostic purposes. The first O2 sensor is located before the Catalytic Converter. This O2

sensor is responsible for all the Air/Fuel tuning and is imperative to the operation of the vehicle.The

second O2 sensor is located after the Catalytic Converter. The whole purpose of this O2 sensor is to

ensure that there is a functioning catalytic converter in the system. The way it can detect this is to make

sure that there is a difference in exhaust gasses between the first O2 sensor and the second. If the

same exhaust reading is detected, then the ECU knows that there is either a damaged Catalytic

Converter or no Catalytic Converter at all.The ECU will then trigger a Check-Engine Light (CEL). On

some instances, the vehicle will be thrown into a "Null" mode where the vehicle will not go over a certain

speed and will be basically rendered useless.This mechanical O2 fix is basically a way to space out the

O2 sensor so that it still reads SOME exhaust gasses but it removes the O2 sensor from the direct flow

of the gasses as to make the ECU believe there is a restriction in the exhaust gasses such as by a

Cat.There are always mixed results depending upon the layout of the exhaust system and the tuning of

the ECU, however, this mechanical O2 fix is well known for eliminating most CEL s caused by an O2

Sensor.Some vehicles will need their ECU reset ( for example un hooking the battery for 10/15Minutes

would do this)if the CEL is triggered before hand.Fitment:universal

£11.06
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Type-R FN2 : ENGINE TUNING

HONDA CIVIC TYPER FN2 MECHANICAL CEL / O2 FIX ELIMINATOR SENSOR

Mechanical CEL Eliminator Fix O2 Sensor HousingOn ODB-II vehicles (96+), the ECU has two O2

sensors for diagnostic purposes. The first O2 sensor is located before the Catalytic Converter. This O2

sensor is responsible for all the Air/Fuel tuning and is imperative to the operation of the vehicle.The

second O2 sensor is located after the Catalytic Converter. The whole purpose of this O2 sensor is to

ensure that there is a functioning catalytic converter in the system. The way it can detect this is to make

sure that there is a difference in exhaust gasses between the first O2 sensor and the second. If the

same exhaust reading is detected, then the ECU knows that there is either a damaged Catalytic

Converter or no Catalytic Converter at all.The ECU will then trigger a Check-Engine Light (CEL). On

some instances, the vehicle will be thrown into a "Null" mode where the vehicle will not go over a certain

speed and will be basically rendered useless.This mechanical O2 fix is basically a way to space out the

O2 sensor so that it still reads SOME exhaust gasses but it removes the O2 sensor from the direct flow

of the gasses as to make the ECU believe there is a restriction in the exhaust gasses such as by a

Cat.There are always mixed results depending upon the layout of the exhaust system and the tuning of

the ECU, however, this mechanical O2 fix is well known for eliminating most CEL s caused by an O2

Sensor.Some vehicles will need their ECU reset ( for example un hooking the battery for 10/15Minutes

would do this)if the CEL is triggered before hand.Fitment:universal

£11.06
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3000GT : COOLING

MITSUBISHI 3000GT 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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EVO LANCER : COOLING

MITSUBISHI EVO 1 2 3 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65

MITSUBISHI EVO 4 5 6 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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MITSUBISHI EVO 4 5 6 42MM HIGH FLOW RADIATOR

This All Aluminium, Light-Weight Performance Upgrade Radiator will Achieve Greater Cooling Capability

in a High Performance Environment compared to the stock radiator ( made from copper &amp; brass

with less cooling efficiency ) Perfect for Performance Upgrades, this 42mm Thick Core Radiator has

30% More Cooling Capability than the standard radiatorThis aluminium core light-weight racing radiator

will achieve 40% more cooling capability than a standard radiatorMassive 42mm thick for maximum

cooling efficiency, 375 x 658 x 42mm Core size

Made from aircraft quality aluminium with OEM fitment; no modifications requiredGreater cooling

capacity than any other radiator on the marketFitment:Mitsubishi Evo 4 5 6

£102.12

MITSUBISHI EVO 7 8 9 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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EVO LANCER : EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS

MITSUBISHI EVO 4 5 6 DECAT DOWNPIPE TURBOBACK EXHAUST SYSTEM

This Turbo-Back System, is made with SUS 304 Stainless Steel with fully 

polished surface, CNC machined flanges and are mandrel bent. Its 

aggressive styling, and deep, strong tone are just part of this Turbo-Back

 system. It is also able to improve horse power and performance with its

 straight-through design. This system is a full ''turbo back' system, from the downpipe to the rear

section.&nbsp;&nbsp;Spec:Manufactured

 from mandrel bent T304 grade stainless steel This CAT back 

mirror polished system is 3" all the way through from the cat, 4" Tail 

pipe with removable silencer, included.This Exhaust system will

 improve throttle response, and increase power by up to 20BHPFantastic

 High Quality Stainless Steel ExhaustFull System includes 3'' Downpipe, 3'' Decat Unit and 3'' Catback

unitGaskets

 &amp; Bolts included&nbsp;Fitment:mitsubishi Evo lancer 4 5 6

£255.31

MITSUBISHI EVO LANCER 4 5 6  EXHAUST DECAT DE CAT PIPE 3''

This brand new Decat Pipe Replaces Your Restrictive Catalytic Converter Improving Gas flow through

the pipe Increasing BHP &amp; Torque.Manufactured From T304 Grade Polished Stainless

SteelSpec:3" (76mm) Bore Right Through, Supplied with Gasket &amp; Bolts10MM FlangesUp To

20BHP Once Fitted, Depending on Engine ModsCNC Machined Flanges For Strong Solid Support

&amp; Accurate FitDirect Replacement for Original Cat, No Modifications RequiredSold For Off-Road -

Track Use Only&nbsp; Fitment:Mitsubishi Evo Lancer 4 5 6

£46.80
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MITSUBISHI EVO LANCER 4 5 6 3'' STAINLESS STEEL DOWNPIPE

This Downpipe offers the ultimate in high-flow performance. Offering substantial horsepower gains in

the higher-end of the power band. Our Downpipes are made of Stainless Steel with a quality polished

finish and a straight through design, but serve to give your custom exhaust system a more mellow-deep

toneRest assured your EVO will have all the flow it could ever need! Tucks nicely under the body to

prevent damage on lowered vehicles. Improves HP, Torque and throttle response. Each Down pipe is

mandrel bent down pipe is a bolt-on application that will mount to the stock turbo.&nbsp;&nbsp;Increase

air flow and performance , gains between 10-15BHP3" inlet &amp; OutletStainless steel reinforced flexi

joint to prevent crackingBolt-on design, easy installation&nbsp;Fitment: MitsubishiEvo 4 5 6&nbsp;

£93.61

MITSUBISHI EVO LANCER MECHANICAL CEL / O2 FIX ELIMINATOR SENSOR

Mechanical CEL Eliminator Fix O2 Sensor HousingOn ODB-II vehicles (96+), the ECU has two O2

sensors for diagnostic purposes. The first O2 sensor is located before the Catalytic Converter. This O2

sensor is responsible for all the Air/Fuel tuning and is imperative to the operation of the vehicle.The

second O2 sensor is located after the Catalytic Converter. The whole purpose of this O2 sensor is to

ensure that there is a functioning catalytic converter in the system. The way it can detect this is to make

sure that there is a difference in exhaust gasses between the first O2 sensor and the second. If the

same exhaust reading is detected, then the ECU knows that there is either a damaged Catalytic

Converter or no Catalytic Converter at all.The ECU will then trigger a Check-Engine Light (CEL). On

some instances, the vehicle will be thrown into a "Null" mode where the vehicle will not go over a certain

speed and will be basically rendered useless.This mechanical O2 fix is basically a way to space out the

O2 sensor so that it still reads SOME exhaust gasses but it removes the O2 sensor from the direct flow

of the gasses as to make the ECU believe there is a restriction in the exhaust gasses such as by a

Cat.There are always mixed results depending upon the layout of the exhaust system and the tuning of

the ECU, however, this mechanical O2 fix is well known for eliminating most CEL s caused by an O2

Sensor.Some vehicles will need their ECU reset ( for example un hooking the battery for 10/15Minutes

would do this)if the CEL is triggered before hand.Fitment:universal

£11.06
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MITSUBISHI EVO LANVER 7 8 TURBO EXHAUST ELBOW

This is a high quality stainless steel elbow to replace the standard cast unit. By using a smoother flowing

design it allows The Exhaust gas to exit the turbo faster, therefore speeding up spool up time and

reducing Turbo lag.Features:CNC mandrel bent T304 polished stainless steel tubing with CNC

machined flanges and fully TIG weldedCAD designed for optimum gas flow with internally polished

welds.Perfect fit with the standard or any aftermarket performance downpipe.Significant weight saving

over the original cast iron elbow.Gaskets and bolts included.Fitment:Mitsubishi Evo lancer 7 8

£51.06

UNIVERSAL 30FT / 10M EXHAUST HEAT WRAP TAPE & STAINLESS STEEL 10

Help prevent exhaust burns and melted boots with this quality heat resistant exhaust wrap.Ceramic

Exhaust Wrap - 10 Meter x 2 Inch x 2mm - Rated to 1200°F10 304 Stainless Steel Zip Ties 30cm x

5mm (Max 3.5" Diameter)&nbsp;&nbsp;Ideal for Turbo and Rally vehicles.Made of high quality cloth

material.Suitable for manifolds and downpipesWill greatly reduce under bonnet temperaturesWill keep

exhaust gases excelarated as they leave the systemWill lower the air intake charge temperatureeasy

and quickly applied.Durable and flexible.Length: approx 10m x 2”.10 , 304 Stianless Steel Zip

TiesLength 30cm, width 5mm, max diameter 3.5 inchesThey never come looseWill not rust or

corrodeFully rounded and smooth edgesSelf locking

£12.76
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FTO : COOLING

MITSUBISHI FTO 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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GTO : COOLING

MITSUBISHI GTO 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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350Z : COOLING

NISSAN 350Z 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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ALMERA : COOLING

NISSAN ALMERA GTI 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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ALMERA : EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS

NISSAN ALMERA GTI N15  EXHAUST DECAT DE CAT PIPE 3''

This brand new Decat Pipe Replaces Your Restrictive Catalytic Converter Improving Gas flow through

the pipe Increasing BHP &amp; Torque.Manufactured From T304 Grade Polished Stainless

SteelSpec:3" (76mm) Bore Right Through, Supplied with Gasket &amp; Bolts10MM FlangesUp To

20BHP Once Fitted, Depending on Engine ModsCNC Machined Flanges For Strong Solid Support

&amp; Accurate FitBoss Fitted to Accept OE Exhaust Temperature SensorDirect Replacement for

Original Cat, No Modifications RequiredSold For Off-Road - Track Use Only&nbsp; Fitment:Nissan

Almera GTI N15 SR20DET 1995-2000

£46.80
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PRIMERA : COOLING

NISSAN PREMERA GT 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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PULSAR : COOLING

NISSAN PULSAR GTIR 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65

NISSAN PULSAR VZR 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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PULSAR : EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS

NISSAN PULSAR GTIR N15  EXHAUST DECAT DE CAT PIPE 3''

This brand new Decat Pipe Replaces Your Restrictive Catalytic Converter Improving Gas flow through

the pipe Increasing BHP &amp; Torque.Manufactured From T304 Grade Polished Stainless

SteelSpec:3" (76mm) Bore Right Through, Supplied with Gasket &amp; Bolts10MM FlangesUp To

20BHP Once Fitted, Depending on Engine ModsCNC Machined Flanges For Strong Solid Support

&amp; Accurate FitBoss Fitted to Accept OE Exhaust Temperature SensorDirect Replacement for

Original Cat, No Modifications RequiredSold For Off-Road - Track Use Only&nbsp; Fitment:Nissan

Pulsar GTiR N15 SR20DET 1995-2000

£46.80
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S13 : COOLING

NISSAN S13 180SX 200SX CA18DET 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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S13 : EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS

NISSAN S13 180SX SR20DET  EXHAUST DECAT DE CAT PIPE 3''

This brand new Decat Pipe Replaces Your Restrictive Catalytic Converter Improving Gas flow through

the pipe Increasing BHP &amp; Torque.Manufactured From T304 Grade Polished Stainless

SteelSpec:3" (76mm) Bore Right Through, Supplied with Gasket &amp; Bolts10MM FlangesUp To

20BHP Once Fitted, Depending on Engine ModsCNC Machined Flanges For Strong Solid Support

&amp; Accurate FitBoss Fitted to Accept OE Exhaust Temperature SensorDirect Replacement for

Original Cat, No Modifications RequiredSold For Off-Road - Track Use Only&nbsp; Fitment:Nissan S13

180SX SR20DET

£46.80

NISSAN S13 200SX CA18DET  EXHAUST DECAT DE CAT PIPE 3''

This brand new Decat Pipe Replaces Your Restrictive Catalytic Converter Improving Gas flow through

the pipe Increasing BHP &amp; Torque.Manufactured From T304 Grade Polished Stainless

SteelSpec:3" (76mm) Bore Right Through, Supplied with Gasket &amp; Bolts10MM FlangesUp To

20BHP Once Fitted, Depending on Engine ModsCNC Machined Flanges For Strong Solid Support

&amp; Accurate FitBoss Fitted to Accept OE Exhaust Temperature SensorDirect Replacement for

Original Cat, No Modifications RequiredSold For Off-Road - Track Use Only&nbsp; Fitment:Nissan S13

200SX CA18DET

£46.80
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NISSAN S13 CA18DET 200SX STAINLESS STEEL CAT BACK EXHAUST SYSTEM

This Cat-Back System, is made with SUS 304 Stainless Steel with fully 

polished surface, CNC machined flanges and are mandrel bent. Its 

aggressive styling, and deep, strong tone are just part of this Cat-Back

 system. It is also able to improve horse power and performance with its

 straight-through design.&nbsp;&nbsp;Spec:Manufactured

 from mandrel bent T304 grade stainless steel This CAT back 

mirror polished system is 3" all the way through from the cat, 4" Tail 

pipe with removable silencer, included.This Exhaust system will

 improve throttle response, and increase power by up to 20BHPFantastic

 High Quality Stainless Steel ExhaustGaskets

 &amp; Bolts included&nbsp;Fitment:Nissan S13 1989-1994 All Models

£153.18

NISSAN S13 CA18DET TURBO EXHAUST ELBOW

This is a high quality stainless steel elbow to replace the standard cast unit. By using a smoother flowing

design it allows The Exhaust gas to exit the turbo faster, therefore speeding up spool up time and

reducing Turbo lag.Features:CNC mandrel bent T304 polished stainless steel tubing with CNC

machined flanges and fully TIG weldedCAD designed for optimum gas flow with internally polished

welds.Perfect fit with the standard or any aftermarket performance downpipe.Significant weight saving

over the original cast iron elbow.Gaskets and bolts included.Fitment:Nissan S13 with CA18DET Engine

£51.06

UNIVERSAL 30FT / 10M EXHAUST HEAT WRAP TAPE & STAINLESS STEEL 10

Help prevent exhaust burns and melted boots with this quality heat resistant exhaust wrap.Ceramic

Exhaust Wrap - 10 Meter x 2 Inch x 2mm - Rated to 1200°F10 304 Stainless Steel Zip Ties 30cm x

5mm (Max 3.5" Diameter)&nbsp;&nbsp;Ideal for Turbo and Rally vehicles.Made of high quality cloth

material.Suitable for manifolds and downpipesWill greatly reduce under bonnet temperaturesWill keep

exhaust gases excelarated as they leave the systemWill lower the air intake charge temperatureeasy

and quickly applied.Durable and flexible.Length: approx 10m x 2”.10 , 304 Stianless Steel Zip

TiesLength 30cm, width 5mm, max diameter 3.5 inchesThey never come looseWill not rust or

corrodeFully rounded and smooth edgesSelf locking

£12.76
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S14 S14A : COOLING

NISSAN S14 S14A 200SX SR20DET 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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S14 S14A : EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS

NISSAN S14 S14A 200SX SR20DET  EXHAUST DECAT DE CAT PIPE 3''

This brand new Decat Pipe Replaces Your Restrictive Catalytic Converter Improving Gas flow through

the pipe Increasing BHP &amp; Torque.Manufactured From T304 Grade Polished Stainless

SteelSpec:3" (76mm) Bore Right Through, Supplied with Gasket &amp; Bolts10MM FlangesUp To

20BHP Once Fitted, Depending on Engine ModsCNC Machined Flanges For Strong Solid Support

&amp; Accurate FitBoss Fitted to Accept OE Exhaust Temperature SensorDirect Replacement for

Original Cat, No Modifications RequiredSold For Off-Road - Track Use Only&nbsp; Fitment:Nissan S14

S14A 200SX SR20DET

£46.80
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S15 : COOLING

NISSAN S15 200SX SR20DET 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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SKYLINE R32 : COOLING

NISSAN SKYLINE R32 GTS GTST GTR 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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SKYLINE R32 : EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS

NISSAN S15 200SX SR20DET  EXHAUST DECAT DE CAT PIPE 3''

This brand new Decat Pipe Replaces Your Restrictive Catalytic Converter Improving Gas flow through

the pipe Increasing BHP &amp; Torque.Manufactured From T304 Grade Polished Stainless

SteelSpec:3" (76mm) Bore Right Through, Supplied with Gasket &amp; Bolts10MM FlangesUp To

20BHP Once Fitted, Depending on Engine ModsCNC Machined Flanges For Strong Solid Support

&amp; Accurate FitBoss Fitted to Accept OE Exhaust Temperature SensorDirect Replacement for

Original Cat, No Modifications RequiredSold For Off-Road - Track Use Only&nbsp; Fitment:Nissan S15

200SX SR20DET

£46.80
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SKYLINE R33 : COOLING

NISSAN SKYLINE R33 GTST GTR 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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SKYLINE R33 : EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS

NISSAN SKYLINE R33 GTS-T & GTR STAINLESS STEEL CAT BACK EXHAUST

This Cat-Back System, is made with SUS 304 Stainless Steel with fully polished surface, CNC

machined flanges and are mandrel bent. Its aggressive styling, and deep, strong tone are just part of

this Cat-Back system. It is also able to improve horse power and performance with its straight-through

design.&nbsp;&nbsp;Spec:Manufactured from mandrel bent T304 grade stainless steel This CAT back

mirror polished system is 3" all the way through from the cat, 4" Tail pipe with removable silencer,

included.This Exhaust system will improve throttle response, and increase power by up to

20BHPFantastic High Quality Stainless Steel ExhaustTwin Silenced designGaskets &amp; Bolts

included&nbsp;Fitment:Nissan Skyline R33 All Models Inc GT-R &amp; GTS-T

£178.71

UNIVERSAL 30FT / 10M EXHAUST HEAT WRAP TAPE & STAINLESS STEEL 10

Help prevent exhaust burns and melted boots with this quality heat resistant exhaust wrap.Ceramic

Exhaust Wrap - 10 Meter x 2 Inch x 2mm - Rated to 1200°F10 304 Stainless Steel Zip Ties 30cm x

5mm (Max 3.5" Diameter)&nbsp;&nbsp;Ideal for Turbo and Rally vehicles.Made of high quality cloth

material.Suitable for manifolds and downpipesWill greatly reduce under bonnet temperaturesWill keep

exhaust gases excelarated as they leave the systemWill lower the air intake charge temperatureeasy

and quickly applied.Durable and flexible.Length: approx 10m x 2”.10 , 304 Stianless Steel Zip

TiesLength 30cm, width 5mm, max diameter 3.5 inchesThey never come looseWill not rust or

corrodeFully rounded and smooth edgesSelf locking

£12.76
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SKYLINE R34 : COOLING

NISSAN SKYLINE R34 GTT GTR 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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SKYLINE R34 : EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS

NISSAN SKYLINE R34 MECHANICAL CEL / O2 FIX ELIMINATOR SENSOR

Mechanical CEL Eliminator Fix O2 Sensor HousingOn ODB-II vehicles (96+), the ECU has two O2

sensors for diagnostic purposes. The first O2 sensor is located before the Catalytic Converter. This O2

sensor is responsible for all the Air/Fuel tuning and is imperative to the operation of the vehicle.The

second O2 sensor is located after the Catalytic Converter. The whole purpose of this O2 sensor is to

ensure that there is a functioning catalytic converter in the system. The way it can detect this is to make

sure that there is a difference in exhaust gasses between the first O2 sensor and the second. If the

same exhaust reading is detected, then the ECU knows that there is either a damaged Catalytic

Converter or no Catalytic Converter at all.The ECU will then trigger a Check-Engine Light (CEL). On

some instances, the vehicle will be thrown into a "Null" mode where the vehicle will not go over a certain

speed and will be basically rendered useless.This mechanical O2 fix is basically a way to space out the

O2 sensor so that it still reads SOME exhaust gasses but it removes the O2 sensor from the direct flow

of the gasses as to make the ECU believe there is a restriction in the exhaust gasses such as by a

Cat.There are always mixed results depending upon the layout of the exhaust system and the tuning of

the ECU, however, this mechanical O2 fix is well known for eliminating most CEL s caused by an O2

Sensor.Some vehicles will need their ECU reset ( for example un hooking the battery for 10/15Minutes

would do this)if the CEL is triggered before hand.Fitment:universal

£11.06
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SUNNY : COOLING

NISSAN SUNNY 10 ROW OIL COOLER RELOCATION KIT

This oil cooler relocation line kit with 10 Row Core,will help prolong the life of your oil and in turn your

internal engine components.&nbsp; Factory oil coolers are normally small water-cool devices

sandwiched between the oil filter and engine block. These tax the cooling system even under normal

driving conditions.&nbsp; This kit also allows you to relocate the factory oil filter for easy maintenance

with a trick look.This kit uses Aeroquip AQP Stainless Steel Braided Racing Hose which offers

unsurpassed levels of performance and reliability for your tough performance applications. The patented

AQP inner tube offers a 300 degree temperature rating and unsurpassed fluid compatibility.Spec:10

Row Core ( Blue as pictured)3/4-16 (-8AN) fittings sizeFull filter relocation kit (incl. all nuts, bolts and

brackets)3 Reinforced braided stainless steel flexi oil lines of 3 different sizes, to insure adequate length

for various installs.Hose 1: approx. 125cm (connector end to connector end)Hose 2: approx. 145cm

(connector end to connector end)Hose 3: approx. 165cm (connector end to connector end)Comes with

sandwich plate and a choice of threaded centre bolt for universal fitting,Comes with takes off’s for oil

gauges,Fitment:Universal

£127.65
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SUNNY : EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS

NISSAN SUNNY GTI SR20DET  EXHAUST DECAT DE CAT PIPE 3''

This brand new Decat Pipe Replaces Your Restrictive Catalytic Converter Improving Gas flow through

the pipe Increasing BHP &amp; Torque.Manufactured From T304 Grade Polished Stainless

SteelSpec:3" (76mm) Bore Right Through, Supplied with Gasket &amp; Bolts10MM FlangesUp To

20BHP Once Fitted, Depending on Engine ModsCNC Machined Flanges For Strong Solid Support

&amp; Accurate FitBoss Fitted to Accept OE Exhaust Temperature SensorDirect Replacement for

Original Cat, No Modifications RequiredSold For Off-Road - Track Use Only&nbsp; Fitment:Nissan

Sunny GTI

£46.80
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IMPREZA NEW AGE : ENGINE TUNING

SUBARU IMPREZA WRX STI NEW AGE BLOW OFF VALVE BOV

This after market blow off valve is important for any turbo systems for improving performance, response,

and also to increase the life of your turbo. Relieve the compressed air that is forced back into your turbo,

which will cause compressor surge or backspin.&nbsp; Repeated compressor surge will damage the

turbo and cause turbo failure. This BOV is made from high quality polished aluminium for durability and

performance. It's valve design allows more compressed air to release making a deep swoosh

sound&nbsp;The body is constructed of very high quality Machined AluminiumRated up to 40psi of

boost.Gains back 6-10 BHP by stopping the turbo stall effect of your existing Bosch dump valueKeeping

turbo spooling between gear changes reduces Turbo lagMassive 1" brass piston, large 2" diameter

housing.Valve vents to atmosphere/ re-circulating pipe work must be removed, Bung not

included&nbsp;Fitment:Subaru Impreza WRX STI 2001-2007 (NEW AGE)

£42.54
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IMPREZA NEW AGE : EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS

SUBARU IMPREZA NEW AGE GDA GDB MECHANICAL CEL / O2 FIX ELIMINATO

Mechanical CEL Eliminator Fix O2 Sensor HousingOn ODB-II vehicles (96+), the ECU has two O2

sensors for diagnostic purposes. The first O2 sensor is located before the Catalytic Converter. This O2

sensor is responsible for all the Air/Fuel tuning and is imperative to the operation of the vehicle.The

second O2 sensor is located after the Catalytic Converter. The whole purpose of this O2 sensor is to

ensure that there is a functioning catalytic converter in the system. The way it can detect this is to make

sure that there is a difference in exhaust gasses between the first O2 sensor and the second. If the

same exhaust reading is detected, then the ECU knows that there is either a damaged Catalytic

Converter or no Catalytic Converter at all.The ECU will then trigger a Check-Engine Light (CEL). On

some instances, the vehicle will be thrown into a "Null" mode where the vehicle will not go over a certain

speed and will be basically rendered useless.This mechanical O2 fix is basically a way to space out the

O2 sensor so that it still reads SOME exhaust gasses but it removes the O2 sensor from the direct flow

of the gasses as to make the ECU believe there is a restriction in the exhaust gasses such as by a

Cat.There are always mixed results depending upon the layout of the exhaust system and the tuning of

the ECU, however, this mechanical O2 fix is well known for eliminating most CEL s caused by an O2

Sensor.Some vehicles will need their ECU reset ( for example un hooking the battery for 10/15Minutes

would do this)if the CEL is triggered before hand.Fitment:universal

£11.06
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MR2 : COOLING

TOYOTA MR2 SW20 1990-1999 3SGTE ALLOY SIDE MOUNT INTERCOOLER KIT

This is a Brand new Side Mount Intercooler&nbsp; for the Toyota MR2. The core size is a massive

250mm x 200mm x100mm"&nbsp; and has a 1050 cfm flow at .5 PSI pressure loss. The intercooler is

polished aluminium with a bar and plate design. The pipe work is polished aluminium.Bar and plate

intercooler, core Sise 250mm x 200mm x100mm,3" inlet and 3" outlet, High flowing hand made end

tanks,Comes mikola style T-clamps and high quality blue Silicone Hoses, Maximum Cooling Capacity

While Allowing For Minimal Pressure Drops,1050cfm @ 0.5 psi Drop,Capable of Handling Up To

600BHP,&nbsp;&nbsp;Fits Toyota MR2 SW20 3SGTE Turbo 1990-1999&nbsp;

£102.12
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SUPRA : COOLING

TOYOTA SUPRA MK4 JAZ80 42MM HIGH FLOW RADIATOR

This All Aluminium, Light-Weight Performance Upgrade Radiator will Achieve Greater Cooling Capability

in a High Performance Environment compared to the stock radiator ( made from copper &amp; brass

with less cooling efficiency ) Perfect for Performance Upgrades, this52mm Thick Core Radiator has 30%

More Cooling Capability than the standard radiatorThis aluminium core light-weight racing radiator will

achieve 40% more cooling capability than a standard radiatorMassive 52mm thick for maximum cooling

efficiency, 750 x 400 x 42mm Core size

Made from aircraft quality aluminium with OEM fitment; no modifications requiredGreater cooling

capacity than any other radiator on the marketFitment:Toyota Supra MK4 JAZ80 93-96 Manual - Turbo

&amp; No Turbo models (3.0L)

£127.65
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A4 S4 : EXHAUSTS & MANIFOLDS

AUDI A4 S4 2.7L B5 V6 97-02 Bi TURBO DECAT DOWNPIPES

This direct fit replacement for the stock downpipes consists of 2.5" diameter (63.5mm) T304 stainless

steel downpipes (they taper from 3" to a real 2.5"), CNC cut flanges and brackets, and&nbsp; flex joints.

Incuded for offroad use only test pipes to replace the catalytic converters. All welds are TIG welded and

finished ( and the all the bends are mandrel. The much larger diameter tubing with eliminated pre-cats

results in immediate turbo spool-up and big power at high rpms.&nbsp;6 Piece design downpipe,

replaces factory catalytic converter to reach the best performance.100% SUS304 Stainless Steel with

computerized mandrel-bentCNC machine flanges for strong solid supportIncrease 20-25 horse power

and torqueTIG weld for strength and durability3 stage polish shine like a mirrorYou can use either the

thru flow test pipes or the built in resonator pipe&nbsp;Fitment:Audi A4 S4 2.7L Bi-Turbo&nbsp; 2WD

&amp; Quattro All Rd 1997-2002

£136.16
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Gift Vouchers

£10 Gift Voucher

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam

nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat

volutpat.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex

ea commodo consequat. 

This is a demo shop - no orders will be delivered.

£10.00

£20 Gift Voucher

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam

nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat

volutpat.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex

ea commodo consequat. 

This is a demo shop - no orders will be delivered.

£20.00

£5 Gift Voucher

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam

nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat

volutpat.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex

ea commodo consequat. 

This is a demo shop - no orders will be delivered.

£5.00
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£50 Gift Voucher

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam

nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat

volutpat.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex

ea commodo consequat. 

This is a demo shop - no orders will be delivered.

£50.00
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